
The threat landscape is constantly 
mutating and evolving. Its most 
harmful operations are hidden in 
its darkest corners.

Extensive Source Collection - The platform continuously collects intelligence
from a variety of hard-to-reach sources, including forums and markets,
closed instant messaging channels, and other illicit hacking services.

Sophisticated Reporting - The platform automatically generates machine-
readable reports on intelligence such as leaked databases, exposed ports
and hosts in your network, compromised accounts or stolen credit cards.

Available, Actionable Data
Intuitive and interactive dashboards deliver timely threat 
intelligence focused on hacking discussions, instant messaging, 
leaked credentials, network vulnerabilities, compromised 
accounts, and additional intelligence reports.

HOW IT WORKS
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Security professionals are overwhelmed 
with false-positive alerts and hours of 
manual threat analysis.

Over the past two years, KELA's platform provided alerts that were critical to our 
bank. KELA helped us to mitigate these risks. Overall, the platform is responsible 
for a 5-7% reduction in credit card fraud for our bank.
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Contextualized
intelligence

Tailored monitoring and 
alerting allow you to 
configure specific assets
to track threats to your 
organization, your supply 
chain, your executives and 
your attack surface, so you 
can focus on the threats 
that matter the most.

Complete
coverage

Our platform monitors an 
organization’s entire attack 
surface, mapping the 
network from the outside
in watching the perimeter 
anddomains for exposed 
databases, open ports and 
other vulnerable 
technologies.

Improved
security stack

Leverage the flexible  
platform API to enrich other 
key tools in your security 
infrastructure such as SOAR 
and SIEM with  targeted 
intelligence from the 
cybercrime underground.

BENEFITS

POWERFUL FEATURES

Real-time Targeted Alerts
Automatic tracking and immediate
notification of company 
assetsspecific cybercrime threats.

Advanced Management Capabilities
Users gain full control over their 
intelligence, enabling customized 
management of the organization’s 
external threat landscape.

Actionable Intelligence
Provides specific remediation
recommendations for potential 
threats to the organization.

Collection in Multiple Languages
Efficient detection of cybercrime 
threats helps users maintain a  
reduced attack surface.

Multi-user Communication
Status filtering and a messaging
board facilitate communication for
organizations with multiple users.

Singular Data View
Featuring all available intelligence 
in a unified hub, providing a clear 
overview of the entire external 
attack surface.

CYBERCRIME ATTACK SURFACE VISIBILITY
Reveal your cybercrime attack surface as seen from the eyes of attackers by 
monitoring cybercrime internet sources for essential organization assets.

KELA’s platform delivers automated 
threat intelligence with the targeted
& contextualized insights organizations 
need to stay ahead of attackers.
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